Nutritional epidemiology cohort studies primarily use food frequency questionnaires (FFQs). In part because FFQs are more reliable for nutrient densities than for absolute nutrient consumption, reports from association studies typically present only nutrient density measures in relation to disease risk. Methods: We used objective biomarkers to correct FFQ assessments for measurement error, and examined absolute energy and protein consumption in relation to cardiovascular disease incidence. FFQs and subsequent physician-adjudicated cardiovascular disease incidence were assessed for 80,370 postmenopausal women in the age range 50 -79 years at enrollment in the comparison group of the Dietary Modification Trial or the prospective Observational Study in the Women's Health Initiative. Urinary recovery biomarkers of energy and protein were obtained from a subsample of 544 women, with concurrent FFQ information. Results: After biomarker correction, energy consumption was positively associated with coronary heart disease incidence (hazard ratio ϭ 1.18; 95% confidence interval ϭ 1.04 -1.33, for 20% consumption increment) and protein density was inversely associated (0.85 ͓0.75-0.97͔). The positive energy association appeared to be mediated by body fat accumulation. Ischemic stroke incidence
was inversely associated with energy and protein consumption, but not with protein density. Conclusions: A positive association between energy and coronary heart disease risk can be attributed to body mass accumulation. Ischemic stroke risk is inversely associated with energy and protein consumption, possibly due to correlations between consumption and physical activity.
(Epidemiology 2011; 22: 170 -179) T he food frequency questionnaire (FFQ) has been ubiquitous in nutritional epidemiology research for the past 25 years. Its self-administered and machine-readable features make it practical for application to large study cohorts. An early report comparing FFQ consumption estimates to 28 days of food records showed moderate to high correlations for calorie-adjusted nutrient consumption, but generally weak correlations for absolute consumption estimates. 1 More recent evaluations of FFQ measurement properties have, instead, made comparisons with urinary recovery biomarkers. 2 Recovery biomarkers have measurement errors that are plausibly unrelated to corresponding self-report measurement errors or to study subject characteristics such as body mass index (BMI), age, and ethnicity. This measurement-error independence is crucial to the adequacy of measurementerror correction procedures. The National Cancer Institute's OPEN study (Observing Protein & Energy Nutrition) reported 3, 4 a correlation of only 0.098 between log-transformed FFQ and log-transformed biomarker energy consumption as determined using a doubly-labeled water procedure. 5 Utilizing a urinary nitrogen biomarker 6 for protein assessment, the corresponding correlations were 0.298 for protein and 0.346 for protein density (percent of energy from protein). Energy was found to be underreported overall, and there was greater underreporting among overweight and obese persons.
We conducted a similar Nutrient Biomarker Study among 544 postmenopausal women enrolled in the Women's Health Initiative (WHI) Dietary Modification Trial during 2004 -2005 . 7 In addition to overall energy underreporting, we found various sources of systematic bias in the FFQ energy and protein assessments. Groups who underreported to a greater extent included women with higher body mass index, younger women, and racial/ethnic minorities. 8 By simple linear regression of log-transformed biomarker values on log-FFQ assessments and other subject characteristics, we developed calibration equations that yield "calibrated" consumption estimates (that include corrections for these systematic biases) for energy, protein, and protein density. 8 The FFQ assessments in conjunction with data on study subject characteristics explained a substantial fraction of the variation among women in the log-biomarker measurements, supporting study of the association between calibrated consumption estimates and clinical outcomes of interest.
There are few epidemiologic data relating energy consumption to cardiovascular disease risk. The joint WHO/FAQ expert consultation that summarized the world literature on diet, nutrition, and the prevention of chronic diseases 9 does not list energy consumption among the factors that are convincingly, probably, or possibly associated with cardiovascular disease risk. Rather, overweight is described as convincingly associated with increased risk, and regular physical activity is convincingly associated with reduced risk. Similarly, an expert panel reviewing the pertinent literature on food, nutrition, and the prevention of cancer writes 10 that, "In the view of the panel, the effect of energy intake on cancer is best assessed by examining the data on related factors: rate of growth, body mass, and physical activity." Hence, it seems that energy consumption per se has not been carefully studied in relation to cardiovascular disease risk, presumably because of uncertainties concerning self-reported energy consumption estimates. Note that log-transformed FFQ energy was not clearly associated with body mass index in our Nutrient Biomarker Study (correlation, 0.07), whereas corresponding biomarker-derived log-energy consumption was strongly correlated with BMI (correlation, 0.81). 8 Reliable information on energy consumption and such major cardiovascular diseases as coronary heart disease (CHD) and stroke is needed to inform dietary recommendation and guidelines, in the context of our national and international obesity epidemic. In this study, we report analyses to relate biomarker-calibrated energy consumption to these diseases in WHI cohorts.
Epidemiologic reports on protein consumption in relation to cardiovascular disease almost exclusively focus on protein density, or more generally on protein consumption with some form of total energy adjustment. For example, energy-adjusted protein has been reported to be inversely associated with CHD risk in women, 11, 12 whereas no association was found with stroke risk in men. 13 In addition to examining the association of absolute protein consumption with these diseases, we provide analyses of biomarker-calibrated protein density in relation to cardiovascular disease incidence in WHI cohorts, for comparison with these earlier reports.
METHODS
The methods used in this study are similar to those used in our recent report on calibrated energy and protein in relation to cancer risk, 14 and hence will be summarized only briefly.
Study Cohorts
Between 1993 and 1998, 48,835 eligible women were randomized in the Dietary Modification trial to either a diet modification intervention group (40%) or a usual-diet comparison group (60%). Between 1994 and 1998, 93,676 eligible women were enrolled in the prospective WHI Observational Study. The calibration equations mentioned above were applied to FFQ data collected at 1 year following randomization in the Dietary Modification trial comparison group, and at 3 years following enrollment in the Observational Study. We used these data, rather than baseline dietary data, to avoid assessment biases due to the use of the FFQ for eligibility screening in the Dietary Modification trial. 14 Observational Study enrollees who had a diagnosis of myocardial infarction, stroke, or transient ischemic attack within 6 months before enrollment were excluded to match the eligibility criteria for the Dietary Modification trial. A total of 26,595 (91%) women in the Dietary Modification trial comparison group and 67,492 (88%) women in the Observational Study provided the requisite FFQ assessments and were without a cardiovascular disease diagnosis during cohort follow-up, prior to Year 1 in the Dietary Modification trial or to Year 3 in the Observational Study cohort. Of these, 21,573 (81%) of Dietary Modification trial comparison women and 59,157 (88%) of Observational Study women provided all data that were used for energy and protein calibration, and for confounding control in the analysis of the cardiovascular outcomes. These 80,730 women constitute the analytic cohort for this prospective study.
All WHI women were postmenopausal, in the age range of 50 -79 years, and with no medical condition at recruitment associated with less than 3 years' predicted survival. 7 All participants completed core questionnaires at baseline on medical history, reproductive history, family history, personal habits, and psychosocial attributes, and provided a fasting blood sample.
WHI Food Frequency Questionnaire
FFQs were collected in conjunction with visits to the 40 participating clinical centers, where completeness and quality control checks were applied. The self-administered FFQ included 122 line items for individual foods/food groups and 19 adjustment items regarding fat intake, as well as summary questions. 15 We used the Nutrition Data System (Version 2005, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN) to compute daily average nutrient consumption estimates. 16 
Nutrient Biomarker Study
The Nutrient Biomarker Study was conducted in 2004 -2005. 8 A total of 544 weight-stable women from the Dietary Modification trial cohort were enrolled (n ϭ 276 comparison group; n ϭ 268 intervention group). Participants were recruited at 12 of the 40 WHI clinical centers with the intent of obtaining a subsample that was representative of the entire trial cohort in terms of age, BMI, and race/ethnicity, with about 50% of the subsample from each of the comparison and intervention groups. Study participants turned out to be generally representative, although slightly younger and less obese. 8 Women were excluded if they had any medical condition precluding participation, weight instability, or plans to travel during the study period. Of the 1456 women invited, 46% declined, 15% were ineligible, and 38% agreed to participate. Those who agreed provided informed consent and 98% completed study procedures.
In weight-stable persons, total energy intake is approximately equal to total energy expenditure. Thus, if total energy expenditure is accurately measured, it provides an objective assessment of energy intake. The method of doubly-labeled water 5 administered orally and recovered in urine provides a precise measure of short-term total energy expenditure. Similarly, in weight-stable persons who are neither anabolic or catabolic, recovery of nitrogen from a 24-hour urine specimen can be used to estimate nitrogen consumption, from which an objective measure of protein consumption can be obtained as 6.25 (urinary nitrogen)/0.81. The participating 544 women each completed a doubly-labeled water protocol to estimate daily total energy expenditure during a 2-week period, and a urinary nitrogen protocol to estimate protein consumption over a 24-hour period. All provided a concurrent FFQ and data describing individual characteristics. Twenty percent (n ϭ 111) repeated the entire protocol an average of 6 months later, to provide repeatability information. Calibration equations were developed for energy, protein, and protein density by linear regression of logbiomarker estimates on corresponding log-FFQ estimates, BMI, age, ethnicity, and other factors. 8 The fact that women in the Nutrient Biomarker Study are slightly younger and less obese should not bias calibrated consumption estimates, because age and BMI are among the variables included in each calibration equation. A flow diagram showing pertinent WHI cohorts and the Nutrient Biomarker Study subsample is presented as an eFigure (http://links.lww.com/EDE/A454).
Ascertainment of Outcomes
Ascertainment of outcomes and adjudication methods in the WHI have been described. 17 Initial self-reports of disease events and hospitalizations were obtained semi-annually in the Dietary Modification trial and annually in the Observational Study. Potential outcomes were adjudicated by trained physicians at each clinical center, based on review of pertinent medical records. A fraction of CHD events and a fraction of strokes were further adjudicated by central reviewers. Confirmation rates were 90% for myocardial infarction, 97% for deaths due to coronary heart disease, and 95% for stroke.
Statistical Methods
Hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for cardiovascular risk in relation to nutrient consumption, adjusted for other risk predictors, were estimated using Cox regression. 18 For women in the Dietary Modification trial comparison cohort, the hazard ratios were also stratified on their participation in the hormone therapy trial 7 (active estrogen; estrogen placebo; active estrogen plus progestin; estrogen plus progestin placebo; not randomized). Analyses that combine the Dietary Modification trial comparison and Observational Study cohorts also stratify on cohort. To control for confounding, we adjusted the effects of nutrient consumption on risk of each cardiovascular outcome by a standard set of cardiovascular disease risk factors, including ethnicity, education, history of cardiovascular disease, family history of premature cardiovascular disease, smoking status, hypertension, treated diabetes, statin use, aspirin use, prior hormone use, and an estimate of recreational physical activity. Women who were missing one or more confounding factors were excluded from analysis.
The calibrated consumption hazard ratio estimates derive from a classic measurement model
for a biomarker estimate W of a nutrient consumption Z (eg, log-energy consumption), and a more flexible model
for a FFQ estimate Q of Z, where V is a vector of study subject characteristics to characterize the systematic bias of Q, r is a random effect (person-specific bias), and a 0 , a 1 , and a 2 T ϭ (a 21 , a 22 , …) are coefficients to be estimated. All random variables on the right side of the equations for W and Q are assumed to be statistically independent given V. A joint normality assumption for Z and (r ϩ e) given V leads to a linear model for the expectation of Z given (Q, V), and hence for W given (Q, V), under the crucial assumption that the measurement error u for W is statistically independent of that for the self-report assessment Q. We refer to u and (r ϩ e) as the "random" aspects of the measurement errors for W and Q, respectively. The calibration equations provide estimates of the coefficients in a linear model for the expectation of W given Q and V. Nutrient consumption estimates were based on these equations for all women except the 276 Nutrient Biomarker Study participants in the Dietary Modification trial comparison group, for whom biomarker values (W) were used. We used a "bootstrap" resampling procedure, with 500 bootstrap samples, to estimate standard errors for calibrated consumption log HRs. HR estimates based on calibrated nutrient intake turned out to have considerably wider confidence intervals than corresponding HRs based on uncalibrated nutrient consumption. This is due, in part, to the fact that the calibration equations were based on data from only 544 women in the Nutrient Biomarker Study, and also to the attenuation of uncalibrated HRs and confidence intervals resulting from the random error (r ϩ e) in the log-transformed FFQ assessments.
Hazard ratio estimates given here target the consumption estimated by the nutrient biomarker (Z in above measurement model), and hence apply to short-term nutrient consumption. The Nutrient Biomarker Study reliability subsample did not yield evidence of systematic consumption changes over the approximately 6 months between biomarker collections. Hence, one can reasonably think of Z as reflective of consumption over a period of, say, a few weeks or months, while the biomarker error (u) incorporates temporal consumption variation over such a period, along with any technical error in biomarker assessment during the 2-week protocol period.
Log-hazard ratios were modeled as a linear function of log-nutrient consumption, so that the HR for a fractional increase in nutrient consumption is independent of consumption level. Here, to be specific, we present HRs for a 20% increment in nutrient consumption. For a woman with median consumption, a 20% increment corresponds to about 412 kilocalories of energy, 15.2 grams of protein, or 2.9 units in percent of energy from protein.
For uncalibrated nutrient consumption, we estimated standard errors for regression coefficients using standard Cox model 18 procedures. For calibrated nutrient consumption, uncertainty in the calibration coefficient estimates needed to be acknowledged. Hence, a resampling procedure with 500 "bootstrap" samples was used to obtain standard error estimates, with bootstrap sampling stratified on Dietary Modification trial comparison group or Observational Study cohort, membership in the Nutrient Biomarker Study, and in its reliability subset. A bootstrap procedure with 500 samples was also used to test equality of HRs between the Dietary Modification trial comparison group and Observational Study cohorts. Note that even with a calibration subsample as large as 544 a noteworthy fraction of the variance in hazard ratio or odds ratio estimates as a function of calibrated consumption may be due to uncertainty in calibration equation coefficient estimates. 19 These analyses were carried out using the R software package without the need for specialized software. Illustrative R-code is given in the eAppendix (http://links.lww.com/EDE/A454).
Because an elevated body mass is an expected consequence of a sustained high energy diet, including body mass index in the regression analysis is likely to involve "overcorrection" to the energy and cardiovascular disease associations. Hence, we present analyses for calibrated energy consumption with and without control for BMI in the disease risk model. Table 1 shows the distribution of some baseline characteristics for women included in the present analyses. The majority of women in both cohorts were Ͼ60 years of age, either overweight or obese, and white. Women in the Dietary Modification trial tended to be somewhat more overweight and less likely to engage in frequent recreational physical activity.
RESULTS
There were a total of 3917 cardiovascular disease events. Table 2 presents incidence rates per 1000 personyears of follow-up, and shows the number of women who experienced cardiovascular events during cohort follow-up. Incidence rates were fairly similar for the 2 cohorts. Table 3 shows the geometric mean for consumption of energy, protein, and protein density, with and without biomarker calibration, for the women included in these analyses. The distribution of calibrated nutrients is similar for the 2 cohorts.
There was little evidence of hazard ratio differences between the 2 cohorts; hence we present HRs for each nutrient based on the combined Dietary Modification trial comparison group and Observational Study cohorts. HR estimates and their 95% CIs are displayed in Tables 4-6. Uncalibrated energy consumption (Table 4) is not associated with total or specific cardiovascular disease risk. However, calibrated energy is positively associated with a risk of total coronary heart disease (HR ϭ 1.18 ͓95% CI ϭ 1.04 -1.33͔, for a 20% consumption increment), coronary death (1.29 ͓1.07-1.56͔), and coronary revascularization (1.18 ͓1.08 -1.29͔). These associations are not evident after including BMI in the disease risk model. There is also a inverse association of calibrated energy with stroke risk (0.86 ͓0.75-1.00͔), which is stronger after including BMI in the risk model. HRs for uncalibrated energy were little changed by adding BMI to the risk model, and are not shown. Table 5 shows corresponding HRs for protein consumption. Although there is no evidence of association between uncalibrated protein and risk of any type of cardiovas- Energy Consumption and Cardiovascular Disease Risk cular disease, there is an inverse association between calibrated protein intake and risk of stroke (0.89 ͓0.82-0.98͔), which remains after including BMI in the risk model. Table 6 shows that calibrated protein density is inversely associated with the risk of total coronary heart disease (0.85 ͓0.75-0.97͔), coronary death (0.74 ͓0.59 -0.93͔), and total cardiovascular disease (0.89 ͓0.81-0.98͔), each of which is little changed by adjustment for BMI in the disease incidence model. Stroke risk is not associated with protein density. FFQ associations without calibration are in the same direction as the calibrated results, but weaker.
The analyses of Tables 4 -6 were repeated excluding the small fraction (Table 1) of women having a cardiovascular disease event before WHI enrollment. The HR patterns were changed very little by these exclusions, although the inverse association for protein density became more apparent for nonfatal myocardial infarction, and for total CVD including revascularization.
DISCUSSION
FFQ assessments of energy and protein include systematic biases related to BMI, age, ethnicity, and other factors. 8 These biases can substantially distort estimated disease associations. Utilizing data from a biomarker substudy of 544 women, we developed consumption estimates in WHI cohorts that make a correction for such systematic biases, as well for the attenuation that arises from the random components of FFQ measurement error. The resulting calibrated consumption estimates proved to be sufficient to demonstrate cardiovascular disease associations of public health importance.
After these corrections for measurement error, higher energy consumption is associated with increased risk of CHD, coronary revascularization, and a combined CVD outcome that includes coronary revascularization. However, at a given BMI, higher short-term energy consumption does not have a clear association with risk. Note also that BMI is positively associated with these outcomes in analyses that exclude energy from the risk model (not shown). A plausible interpretation is that a sustained high-energy diet leads to elevated disease risk that is substantially mediated by bodyfat deposition and a temporal increase in BMI. Simultaneously, a comparatively high-energy consumption for a woman at a specified BMI may reflect a greater activityrelated energy expenditure with associated cardiovascular effects that may be favorable. Additional longitudinal data on energy consumption, physical activity including objective assessments, and body mass changes may help to more fully interpret these associations. Given that body mass accumulation is likely a mediator of the effects of a high-energy diet, we believe that the hazard ratios that exclude BMI from the disease risk model in Tables 4 -6 are the most relevant in interpreting corresponding dietary associations.
The physical activity measure available in WHI (and included in the disease risk model in these analyses) aims to estimate energy expenditure from leisure physical activity only. Such activity is a fairly minor component of total activity-related energy expenditure, and the extent to which this leisure activity measure also incorporates systematic or random measurement error is unknown.
A positive association of CHD risk with energy consumption may be compared with a previously-reported association with energy-adjusted saturated fat consumption in women. 21 Likewise, an inverse association of energy consumption with stroke risk may be compared with a corresponding inverse association of stroke with percent of energy from fat in men. 22 An energy-dense diet is associated with higher energy intake and weight gain over time. [23] [24] Hence, there is a need to elucidate whether these associations are a Calibrated using biomarker only for women in the Nutrition Biomarker Study, and otherwise using equations developed on the basis of FFQ nutrients measure and other factors. 8 Specifically, calibrated log-energy (kcal) was given by 7.61 ϩ 0.062 (log FFQ energy Ϫ 7.27) ϩ 0.013 (BMI Ϫ 28.2) Ϫ 0.005(age Ϫ 70.9) Ϫ 0.016 ͓black ethnicity͔ Ϫ 0.004 ͓Hispanic ethnicity͔ Ϫ 0.093 ͓other minority ethnicity͔ Ϫ 0.019 ͓(annual household) income Ͻ20,000͔ ϩ 0.037 ͓income 20,000 -34,999͔ ϩ 0.013 ͓income 50,000 -74,999͔ ϩ 0.019 ͓income Ն75,000͔; calibrated log-protein (grams) was given by 4.28 ϩ 0.211 (log FFQ protein Ϫ 4.14) ϩ 0.012 (BMI Ϫ 28.2) Ϫ 0.008 (age Ϫ 70.9) Ϫ 0.130 ͓black ethnicity͔ Ϫ 0.021 ͓Hispanic ethnicity͔ Ϫ 0.100 ͓other minority ethnicity͔ ϩ 0.065 ͓high school, GED or less education͔ ϩ 0.033 ͓college degree or more͔ Ϫ 0.053 ͓income Ͻ20,000͔ Ϫ 0.009 ͓income 20,000 -34,999͔ ϩ 0.042 ͓income 50,000 -74,999͔ ϩ 0.067 ͓income Ն75,000͔ Ϫ 0.009 (log FFQ protein Ϫ 4.14) (BMI); log-calibrated % of energy from protein was given by 2.66 ϩ 0.439 (log FFQ % of energy from protein Ϫ 2.85) Ϫ 0.004 (BMI Ϫ 28.2) Ϫ 0.005 (age Ϫ 70.9), where BMI is defined by weight in kg/height (m) 2 and square brackets denote indicator variables. CI indicates confidence interval; FFQ, food frequency questionnaire; BMI, body mass index. attributable to the fat content of the diet or to total energy consumption, or to both. As illustrated in Table 4 , these energy associations may not be apparent without biomarker correction of energy consumption estimates. The mechanisms for an inverse association between energy and stroke risk are unclear. This could reflect greater energy consumption by women who are more physically active. Alternatively, Gillman et al 22 speculate that a high consumption of certain types of fat may simultaneously predispose to large vessel (eg, coronary artery) atherosclerosis and to maintenance of smaller intracranial vessels, the anatomic site of most ischemic strokes.
Absolute protein consumption was not positively associated with coronary disease. Rather, an inverse association was suggested after including BMI in the disease risk model. An inverse association of protein consumption with ischemic stroke also emerged from these analyses. Calibrated protein was positively related to both energy and BMI (correlation of 0.46 for log-calibrated protein with BMI), and these associations could largely reflect energy associations. However, calibrated protein density, which was only weakly associated with energy and BMI (correlation of 0.12 for log-protein density with BMI), was inversely associated with CHD risk but not stroke. These findings are consistent with previous cohort study reports of inverse energy-adjusted protein associations with CHD in women, 11, 12 and a lack of association between protein density and stroke in men. 13 A recent cohort study report 25 from the Netherlands found a possible Ushaped association between cardiovascular disease and protein consumption per kilogram of body weight, with protein measured in 24-hour urine samples. However, results were not presented separately for CHD and stroke. The inverse association of protein density with CHD risk suggests that fat plus carbohydrate consumption tends to be responsible for body fat accumulation and for the positive association of energy consumption with risk.
Although our calibrated protein-density estimates benefit somewhat from the inclusion of BMI and age in the calibration equation, 8 the calibration procedure primarily corrects the "noise" aspect of measurement error for this ratio measure. Accordingly, FFQ protein density associations (Table 6 ) are generally consistent with those for calibrated protein density, but weaker due to measurement error attenuation.
These analyses complement our recent report on calibrated energy and protein in relation to cancer risk, 14 which showed a positive association between energy consumption and total invasive cancer, as well as certain site-specific cancers. However, calibrated energy consumption was not associated with any cancer when BMI was included in the disease risk model. These analyses suggest that positive associations of energy consumption with both cancer and coronary disease may be substantially attributable to body fat accumulation through energy imbalance.
It is perhaps worth noting that the calibrated energy estimates are developed without consideration of the cardiovascular disease outcome data. Also, under our measurement model, 19, 20 hazard ratios for calibrated energy, with or without BMI adjustment, will target the same HR as would be the case if biomarker determinations were carried out for each woman in the study cohort. Hence, these analyses can be expected to give results that are consistent with (if less precise than) results based on biomarker data from all 80,730 women.
The strengths of this study are the large well-characterized WHI cohorts with quality cardiovascular disease ascertainment, a sizeable nutrient biomarker substudy, and the novel use of biomarkers for studying absolute nutrient consumption associations in cardiovascular epidemiology.
Study limitations include the fact that the Nutrient Biomarker Study was conducted in 2004 -2005, an average of 6.5 years after the Year 1 FFQ data collection in the Dietary Modification trial and 4 years after the Year 3 FFQ collection in the Observational Study. The calibrated energy consumption and BMI data analyzed were highly correlated and pertained to a single point in time. More comprehensive analysis of the interplay between energy consumption, body fat accumulation, and CVD risk may be possible from longitudinal data on these factors in a cohort study context. The biomarkers of energy and protein reflect expenditure, and an assumption of energy balance is needed for these assessments to reflect (short-term) consumption. Also, while we controlled for a measure of recreational physical activity, this measure may also be subject to random and systematic measurement error, and it targets only a small fraction of total activity-related energy expenditure. Analyses that incorporate objective measures of both nutrition and physical activity may be needed to more fully elucidate their joint contributions to disease risk. The study is limited to energy and protein associations because these are among the few nutri- ents with an established recovery biomarker. There is a strong need for the development of biomarkers that adhere to a classic measurement model for other nutrients and dietary components. Such data in conjunction with objective measures of activity-related energy expenditure and its components in appropriate subsets of well-characterized study cohorts have much potential for progress in understanding the roles of nutrition and physical activity in health maintenance. In summary, energy consumption is positively associated with coronary heart disease risk. This association appears to be explained by body fat accumulation. Energy and protein consumption are inversely associated with ischemic stroke risk. Protein density is inversely associated with the risk of coronary heart disease but not with the risk of stroke. Measurement error correction via nutrient biomarkers has the potential to enhance the reliability of results from association studies.
